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The's No Guesswork
With A. L. R.
O NCE you locate your proposition in A. L R.
there's no guesswork as to what the law
is. It's all there in the annotations with every
case in point, both pro and con, fully analyzed
and discussed, distinctions noted, seeming differ-
ences of opinion reconciled and the true rule
stated.
A.L.R. is reliable. That's one of the reasons
why it has the largest subscription list of any
set of reports published.
We'll shor Sou how you can use A.L.R. in your
practice if you request it.
The Lawyers Co-operative Publishing Co.
Rochester, N. Y.
In New York City 150 Nassau Street
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A Business Viewpoint
Forty-seven years of constructive service to
depositors engaged in many lines of business
has given our officers a broad business out-
look which could have been developed in
no other way.
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viewpoint helpful when making a difficult
business decision, or establishing a change
in policy. They find us always ready to
co-operate.
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